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Sept. 6-Jan. 10, 2009
This juried exhibition falls on the one-year anniversary of
the opening of the Tempe Center for the Arts and features
26 Arizona artists with works on paper, art made of paper
and things inspired by paper, a tradition for first anniversaries. The application process was highly competitive and
the works of the Arizona artists who applied exhibited a
high level of craftsmanship and innovativeness. Jury panelists were artists and educators Anne Coe, Joe D’Ambrosio
and John Risseeuw and Tempe Municipal Arts Commission
member Shirlee King.
The “paper” theme inspired artists living throughout the
state and working a variety of media. For instance, almost
all artists use paper in one way or another for sketching,
drawing, printing, folding, gluing, tearing and more. The list
and possibilities are endless. For many artists, working on
paper or with paper is at the heart of the art making process. Paper is approachable, too.
It is no wonder that paper is used by young married couples
to celebrate first year anniversaries. Everyone uses paper;
it is familiar and intimate to the young child drawing with
crayons all the way to the adult preparing a grocery list.
While paper seems timeless, the material itself is transient,
delicate and momentary. Artists who utilize paper as a medium are aware of these subtle nuances. They also realize
that they are creating work with a material that will eventually age and decay, unlike monumental sculptures made of
stone or metal that can have a life well beyond the years of
the artist or patron. Paper’s impermanence does not dissuade artists from making work that is significant, however.
The material just adds another layer of meaning.
The TCA would like to extend thanks to the Arizona artists
who participated, to the jury panel for its knowledge and
enthusiasm for the exhibition and the more than 50,000
visitors who have celebrated the Gallery’s first year in the
Valley.
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James Angel, Scottsdale

Phoenix native James Angel has watched his hometown
morph over time. He describes the world around him as
“places in progress.” Reality is under constant change:
buildings seem to appear or disappear overnight in the
Valley, and cyber realities and web-based communications
dominate everyday life. Angel references this change by compressing time in his work. He overlaps themes of gritty urban
realism together with the softness of nostalgic imagery of
cartoon characters, advertisements and logos. His work is
familiar to anyone sensitive to the fast-paced visual culture.
The work also has a sarcastic twist, leaving viewers with an
invitation to question.
“I have a history of working with collage; paper collage,
transfer collage, and the painted collage. Images are coerced
into an integrated statement of the human condition through
a variety of seemingly mutually exclusive ideas. A manifest
of past and present fused for posterity. This work confirms
my fascination with mid-century America, a period that set
standards which to this day, shape society. Nostalgia is used
to create a false sense of security.”
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Diana Calderon, Phoenix
Diana Calderon was born in Chihuahua, Mexico, in 1981. She attended the University of Texas
at El Paso and received a bachelor of fine arts degree in Intermedia Studies at Arizona State
University where she studied mixed media, performance art and fine printing and bookmaking. Since 2001, she has been heavily involved in community-oriented projects with AmeriCorps in Texas and Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Arizona.
Calderon’s work often references her own life experiences as a Mexican-born American, growing up in a Catholic household. These experiences have led to self-study and examination
which she describes as a personal ontology, the study of the categories of things that may
exist or do exist. She says she
was “aware and curious about
existence at an early stage” and
that this self-examination process has been both a passion
and a problem.
Calderon’s Paper opening performance piece is called “Becoming.” During the piece she
distorts her appearance by covering herself in layers of sheer
pantyhose from head to toe. She
surrounds herself with print type
drawers filled with letterpress
letters and prints directly on her
body. The work is a transformative process mentally and physically before the audience.
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Rebecca Davis, Prescott
Prescott artist Rebecca Davis has been showing her work throughout the southwest since the early
70s. She received a bachelor of arts degree in anthropology from the University of New Mexico but
has also studied art, science, nursing, botany and ecology for many years. In 2003, she took a diversion from a 30-year career focused on installation sculpture using natural materials, to create a
series of two-dimensional works exploring scribbled line on paper. As in the installations using wood
or stone, these drawings employ simple geometric formats that highlight the movement of line and
the immediacy of the material. She approaches drawing like a sculptor, working large scale and layering to achieve mass and depth.
“The lines are done in a random and spontaneous manner. As an area becomes densely layered it
takes on the appearance of an organized organic matrix. Even the most densely black areas retain
flecks of light from the underlying paper which along with the movement of the line give an overall
energy and movement to the work.”
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Nick DeFord, Tempe
Nick DeFord is a fibers artist currently finishing his master of fine arts degree
from Arizona State University. Before coming to Arizona he received a Master of
Science degree in Teacher Education and a bachelor of fine arts degree from the
University of Tennessee. He also studied abroad in Canterbury, England.
DeFord’s work explores the visual culture of cartography, calendars and other
structural systems of information. He sees visual information as a “thin line between the known and unknown.”
“The technique of embroidery itself is a common material used to connect items,
objects, or ideas together (such as the use of the idiom, ‘a common thread’). I
am attracted to repetitive mark making because it brings energy to an object or
surface. Both books are ephemeral astrological timetables. In ‘Tools of the Trade’
there are three implements represented: a compass, a measuring square and
a pair of pliers. The compass and the square create the symbol of the Masonic
order. The pliers were inspired by a 17th Century
woodcut depicting devices
used in the torture and
trials of witchcraft. The
‘Canon’ is embroidered
with a Sator square, a Latin
palindrome that is structured as a magic square.
There is debate about what
the text ‘sator arepo tenet
opera rotas’ actually represents. We are always trying
to transform the known,
scientific or banal into
the unknown, religious or
mystical. It comes from an
intense desire to know or
be part of the arcane world
that gives meaning to the
meaningless.”
www.nickdeford.com
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Fausto Fernandez, Phoenix
Mexican-American artist Fausto Fernandez graduated with a bachelor of fine arts degree in
painting and graphic design from the University of Texas, El Paso, in 2001. Within just the past
two years, his work has gained some local and national attention including showings at the
2007 Tucson Museum of Arts Arizona Biennial, Modified Gallery of Phoenix, the Latin American
Art Gallery in Scottsdale, the Brooks Barrows Gallery in Milwaukee and the currnet exhibition: Remix: New Modernities in a Post-Indian World, organized by the Heard Museum and the
Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian.
Fernandez describes his work as a process of cutting, ripping, tearing, sewing and pasting, yet
retaining a painterly effect.
“The blue prints, sewing patterns and maps in my new work represent the guides that we follow in our life to create a more stable way to go through daily routines. These are a few examples of materials that I use in my work to associate the way relationships work in a mechanical
manner. These mechanical relationships used on a daily basis (i.e. time guides, numbers and
laws) and our will to maintain mechanical relationship is how we lack freedom.”
www.faustofernandez.blogspot.com
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Adam Reid Janusz, Phoenix
“I am particularly keen on books. They represent and chronicle our lives, as indices of our readings, canvases
for our scribbles and as containers for our remnants. Paper, invariably, is the core material for these narrative
objects. The paper here, a rich cotton weave, eclectic book signatures and leftover tympan material from the
Letterpress, are stained and stitched in ways that read as much as or more than the literal content prescribed
by their surface.
The inspiration for the images was collected silently while riding in a swift
train, peering out at the neighborhood landscape of surrounding Tokyo, Japan. The man was carved out of
studying Renaissance sculpted figures and drawn with a loving respect for my workhorse of a father.”
Adam Reid is an active scholar, architect, artist, graphic designer and linguist. He has bachelor’s degrees in
Science/Environmental Design and Architecture from Ball State University and a master of fine arts in Visual
Communication from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago. He speaks four languages: English, Nihongo,
Spanish and German and has extensively traveled the world to Australia, Japan, England, Argentina, Chile,
Uruguay and Continental Europe. Reid is currently employed by two architectural companies, Omniplan Inc., of
Phoenix, and Framework Design, of Houston.
www.theweakestastronaut.com
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Stephen Johnson, Mesa
Stephen Johnson lives in two art worlds, one as chief preparator at the Arizona State University Art Museum and one as a craft artist, working in fibers and basketry since the early
90s. He received a bachelor of arts degree in Studio Art from Blackburn College in Illinois
and studied ceramics and drawing at the Glassel School of Art in Houston and the University of Tulsa. He describes his process and motivation as simple: process, scale and function are a major focus. As a preparator, he has handled countless valuable works of art
during the past 20 years; so, his choice of media and aesthetic presentation address his
interest in status and validity of art making material. Johnson’s works also reveal a distinctive understanding about basketry and fiber arts. The weave and shapes sometimes
reflect traditional forms, yet the colors, material and construction are certainly imbedded
in a contemporary artistic voice.
“I chose raffle tickets, paint chip samples and staples because they, like other found objects, are ready made, universal, recognizable and familiar. They evoke a nostalgic personal
history and a built-in narrative for each of us. The staples initially served as mechanical
fasteners, but eventually evolved into the structural design element we see now.”
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Suzanne Klotz, Tempe & Sedona
Suzanne Klotz’s work and life are an eclectic mix
of travel, culture and experience. She received a
bachelor of arts in painting from the Kansas City
Art Institute, a teaching certification from the
University of Missouri Kansas City and a master of
fine arts in Painting from Texas Tech University in
Lubbock. For the past 40 years, she has been an
extremely active artist participating in more than
200 exhibitions and has traveled the globe for
teaching, shows and artist-in-residence projects
in Australia, Israel and Taiwan. She has been an
influential part of the Arizona art scene since the
early 80s and sat on a variety of jury panels for
Mesa Arts Center, the Heard Museum and Arizona
State University Art Museum.
Klotz says about her body of work: “Materials
are manipulated to appear to have opposite innate qualities. For example: hard surfaces appear
soft and soft surfaces appear hard. Similarly,
social relations involving authority and power are
explored. Art reflects the values of society and
bridges the divide between the familiar and the
unfamiliar. The creative process and product are
invested with the power to elevate consciousness,
encourage investigation of truth and assist in the advancement of a unified world society. These works
incorporate conventional consumer products as icons of contemporary concerns and values.”
www.suzanneklotz.com
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Goran Konjevod, Tempe
Goran Gonjevod is an assistant professor of computer science and engineering at Arizona State University.
He earned a bachelor of science degree in mathematics from the University of Zagreb, a master of science
degree in algorithms, combinatorics and optimization and a Ph.D. in mathematical sciences, both from
Carnegie Mellon University. He is also an enthusiastic origami expert and belongs to several professional
origami organizations and has shown his work at conventions in New York and Tokyo.
Gonjevod’s work is complex and simple. He seeks to understand the natural tension of paper fibers and
how it influences the final pre-imagined work. He follows traditional origami rules by folding from one uncut piece of paper. He moves outside the tradition by allowing the paper to “spring back from the flatness
of a sharp fold or by avoiding sharp folds altogether.”
“My goal with ‘Double Wave’ was to give the impression of the rolling surface of ocean waves, while using
only the simplest of straight-line folds. All the curvature visible in the piece is the result of paper bending
under the tension produced
by the interlocking sequences of pleats. The uncut folded
sheet is a 27-inch-wide
square. ‘Half Wheel’ consists
of five repeats of a pattern of
interlocking pleat sequences,
looping on itself. The visible curvature is the result of
paper bending under its own
tension. The original idea was
to produce a curved pentagonal wheel. In the current
state, the pleats along one
side have been left unlocked
to emphasize the contrast.
The uncut folded sheet is a
13- x 70-inch rectangle. Both
pieces are made of a now rare
blue elephanthide paper.”
www.organicorigami.com
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Sarah Kriehn, Phoenix
Sarah Kriehn was born and raised in Winslow, Ariz. She received a Bachelor of Arts degree from
Arizona State University and taught art in the Phoenix public schools for 20 years. She received
the Arizona Elementary Educator of the Year Award in 2005, was an art education nominee for the
Governor’s Arts Award and was appointed to the Arizona Humanities Council Board of Directors
by Governor Janet Napolitano. She is recipient of career grants from the Phoenix Office of Arts &
Culture and the Arizona Commission on the Arts.
“Patching the Cracks” is made by two printing techniques. A template for this collagraph was
created by collaging and carving onto a sheet of masonite. Etching ink was spread over the entire
plate and then wiped many times. The tonality of the impression was created by the amount of ink
left on the plate. Damp paper was placed on top of the inked plate, and the image was transferred
using an etching press. Thin pieces of colored paper were adhered to the larger printing paper
that is called ‘chine colle.’ Because each print must be re-inked and wiped, exact duplication is
unlikely; therefore, each print is a ‘hand pulled’ original.
“Printmaking appeals to me because it can be spontaneous and highly technical. A combination
of techniques can produce endless results. The organic appearance of the print was inspired by
Chevelon Canyon, near Winslow, Ariz., where I grew up.”
www.sarahkriehn.blogspot.com
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Carolyn Leigh, Tucson
Carolyn Leigh is based out of Tucson and Alamos, Sonora. Her day job is as a tribal arts dealer with her
husband and together they travel often to Papua New Guinea, Indonesia and other Pacific Rim
countries. She received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Wichita State University in Kansas and worked as
an instructor of Scientific Illustration and Photography at the University of Arizona. Her artist books are
in public and private collections across the country, including Dartmouth College, Rhode Island School of
Design and the University of Southern California.
“I work in multiple formats with intense colors and dynamic forms…shifting between figurative and
abstract imagery. These books and paintings use paper from found books. I layer my images on top of
those stories, sometimes tearing back to reveal traces of remnant words. ‘House of Cards’ plays with the
creation, collapse and recreation of our built environments - the interplay between human fragility and resilience. The book is inspired by urban streets and neighborhoods, especially the adobe barrios and towns
of the Sonoran Desert and the tropical cities of the Pacific Rim.”
www.carolynleigh.com
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Annie Lopez, Phoenix
“Behind every great city [is] a hidden art scene. A
recent surge in the art scene has resulted in politicians taking credit for an activity which always
existed. As a native of Phoenix, I felt the need
to set the record straight. I searched for vintage
photographs of people to fit the stories. The found
photos [were] enlarged and placed above text and
printed using the cyanotype process. This series
‘The Almost Real History of Art in Phoenix’ is a
look at my own experiences in the local arts world.
The past 26 years have been exciting, heartbreaking and never dull. The stories in this series are
true, though some are slightly exaggerated. Some
pieces mention a bit of lost Phoenix history completely ignored or never learned by our transient
population. Names and situations were altered to
protect the guilty. Though the pieces are based on
Phoenix events, anyone with a connection to the
arts can relate to the narratives.”
Phoenix artist Annie Lopez has been an active and
influential part of the Valley art scene since 1982.
She has participated in more than 100 exhibitions
across the southwest and nationally at institutions, such as Mesa Contemporary Arts, Dinnerware Contemporary Gallery in Tucson, Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, D.C., and the Museum of
Fine Arts in Santa Fe, N.M. She has received numerous awards, including grants from the Arizona
Commission on the Arts, the Tucson-Pima Arts
Council, the Rockefeller Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts.
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Kathryn Maxwell, Tempe
“Each of the graphite screenprints from the
‘Famous Facial Hair’ series explores the nature
of appearance. Choices about one’s own and
interpretations by others about appearance
are influenced by culture, education, religion,
society, gender and genetic differences. Each
beard is based on a photograph, painting,
sculpture or actor portrayal of the famous individual. They are significantly larger than real
life and are separated from any other visual
or contextual clues. How and why we interpret
the nature of appearance has become an important theme in my artwork.”
Kathryn Maxwell is a professor of art at Arizona State University. She received a Bachelor
of Arts degree from Northwestern University in
Evanston, Ill., and a Master of Fine Arts from
the University of Wisconsin in Madison. Maxwell is primarily recognized as a printmaker
and has exhibited, taught and presented
both nationally and internationally, including appearances at the Glasgow Print Studio
and Dundee Contemporary Arts in Scotland,
the Denver Art Museum and recently at a solo
exhibition at Mesa Contemporary Arts.
www.kmaxwell.net
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Tamea Mikesell, Phoenix
Phoenix artist Tamea Mikesell is a photographer,
educator and counselor. She has taught photography to high school students at local elementary
and secondary schools and worked as a museum
educator at Pueblo Grande Museum, the Hall of
Flame and the Heard Museum. She has two Bachelor of Science degrees and a Master of Science degree in art education from the University of Oregon
in Eugene.
Mikesell’s photographic process features several
steps including using color slides, Polaroid transfers, digital scanning and Photoshop. She enjoys
taking an ordinary image and giving it unique
colors, shapes and textures.
“I believe that photography helps me discover a
sense of purpose in life. It is a visual record of my
thoughts and feelings. Mostly, I don’t know where
in the world I will find my pictures. Sometimes I
set out with a purpose and sometimes I don’t… .
Hopefully there is an element of surprise and one
of familiarity when viewers see my photographs.”
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Mark Pamilio, Phoenix
Mark Pomilio’s current work focuses on creating images which embody principles of geometry, fractals,
cloning and single cell manipulation. These interests
have led to invitations to lecture nationally on topics as diverse as art and mathematics, and the role
the visual arts can play in understanding the social
ramifications of advances in the Life Sciences. His
artwork has been featured in solo museum and
gallery exhibitions nationally and internationally,
including the Chapelle Saint-Louis de la Salapetriere, in Paris, France, Art Resources Transfer, in New
York City, and at the Robert V. Fullerton Art Museum
in San Bernardino, California. Pomilio is currently an
Assistant Professor of Painting & Drawing at Arizona
State University.
“The geometrical forms used to create the images
found within the ‘Cloned Cell Series’ have much in
common with the manner in which scientific publications present cell structures. In these publications,
the geometrical forms of the pentagon and hexagon
are varied in their arrangement and each construction has differing associations. In this work, I have
combined these forms with a form I have invented,
which resembles the contour of a house in perspective. This form, conceptually, is representative of the
family nucleus; which is on the verge of profound
changes, as new discoveries in cloning and the life
sciences, interface with society.”
www.markpomilio.com
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Catherine Ruane, Buckeye
Until recently, Catherine Ruane lived and worked in California. Early in her artistic career
she studied at the Santa Reparata Fine Arts Studio of Florence, Italy, and later received
Bachelor and Masters degrees in painting from Cal State University in San Diego and
earned a Master of Fine Arts degree in painting and printmaking from the Otis Institute of
Art in Los Angeles. Now, she resides in Buckeye and has quickly become an active participant in the local arts community with exhibitions at Shemer Art Center, Herberger Theater
and West Valley Art Museum.
Ruane describes making art as a “process of searching and note-taking.” She approaches
her work methodically and spiritually. She is a continual observer, learning more as she
draws and paints with great detail. As a piece comes together, the natural and abstracted
join and the work comes to symbolize different meanings for her.
“The tree is a reoccurring theme in my work consisting of enlarged views of branches,
roots, leaves and sweeping vistas… . I study the tree’s anatomy by making detailed renderings, noting the weight of the fronds, the girth of the wiry trunk and the grace of the
leaves. It is my intention to make intimate portrayals of not only the symbolic tree but also
its physical magnificence as I have come to know it.”
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Christine Sandifur, Phoenix
Christine Sandifur was born in 1945
in Washington, D.C. Originally, she
studied to be a nurse, receiving a
Bachelor’s degree in nursing from San
Jacinto College in Texas in 1969. But
in 1994 she pursued her interest in
art by getting a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree in printmaking and sculpture
from Cornish College of the Arts in
Seattle. Since then, she has been
showing her work extensively around
Arizona at spaces including Herberger
Theater and Chandler Center for the
Arts. She has been an instructor of
printmaking for the city of Phoenix and
Brio Fine Art Center and guest curated
shows at Grand Canyon University.
Sandifur is influenced by a variety of
sources such as personal observations, childhood memories, current
events and decorative handmade
objects like patchwork quilts, stone
inlays, carpets and mosaics. Printmaking and the problem-solving processes involved in making art sparks
her interest especially.
“My life and work are always having a dialog. I have been in a love affair with ink, paper and press since
my first impression was pulled. This series of monoprints are additive and subtractive. A square motif is
used and repeated often enough in the total composition to make a new dominant feature. The complexity
of the patterns will change depending on the viewing distance. Common to this new work is reliance upon
units of structure and a continuing interest in the themes of replication and repetition. When one can reconcile two ideas that were previously thought opposites, it opens up so many new possibilities. Paradox is
simply a natural part of life.”
www.thetown.com
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Eddie Shea, Phoenix
Eddie Shea has been an influential part of the
Arizona arts community as an artist and graphic
designer as well as a member of MARS Artist
Cooperative for five years. He has been a board
member of Arizona State University Art Museum
since 1997. He received a Bachelor of Fine Arts
from Northern Arizona University and his work is
in the school’s permanent art collection. He also
has found success showing his work nationally
at the San Diego Art Institute, Bradshaw House
Gallery in Alabama and the SOHO International
Art Competition in New York.
Shea sees dreams as a great source of guidance
and motivation for his work. For the past 14
years he has kept track of his dreams in a series
of notebooks which are now filled with visuals
and stories. He describes it as a “wild ride that
includes presidents, space ships, architectural
icons, bicycles and friends.” By re-reading them
he’s able to see links between personal experiences, current events and everyday life.
He says of the work “Dive” in the Biennial, “I
was working on a group of commissioned pieces
on paper and off-handedly painted a woman diving on one of the prepared paper square sheets.
I just really loved the depth that the paintedover drawings in the background added to the
figure. Joining more squares to the overall piece,
the delicate nature and vulnerability of the figure was even more accentuated along with the
mystery of the background drawings.”
http://artistsregister.com/artists/AZ508
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Karen Strom, Sonoita
Karen Strom was born in Fairfax, Okla., and graduated from Harvard College. She and her
husband, Steve, worked as astronomers for many years at observatories, including the Smithsonian, State University of New York, Kitt Peak (Tucson) and the University of Massachusetts.
While at Kitt Peak, they renewed their interest in non-astronomical photography. In 1998, after
Karen retired, they made their permanent home in Tucson where she now works as a webmaster for artists and local non profit organizations and explores new media and traditional
processes in fine art photography. She has exhibited her work locally and nationally and is in
permanent collections including the Center for Creative Photography in Tucson, University of
Oklahoma Art Museum in Norman, Arizona State University’s Northlight Gallery and the Santa
Barbara Museum of Art in California.
“Over the ages, buildings reveal the relationship of individuals and cultures to their environment. Prior to the latter portion of the 20th Century, most buildings were constructed of locally
found materials, such as sandstone walls, and the manufactured materials were used to build
the urban environment. This building in Marfa, Texas, has a pure white box form imposed on
a landscape that is open and rolling. Not far from Marfa, limestone strata rise and fall at steep
angles through the soil that overlies them. I used Photoshop to create the illusion of viewing
this landscape both through and reflected by the windows.”
www.karenstrom.com
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Stephen Strom, Sonoita
Stephen Strom has spent his professional career as an astronomer. He was born in New York
City and graduated from Harvard College with
a Masters and Ph.D. in Astronomy. He and his
wife, Karen, worked for many years at observatories, including the Smithsonian, State University of New York, Kitt Peak (Tucson) and the
University of Massachusetts. While at Kitt Peak,
he and his wife renewed their interest in nonastronomical photography. In 1998 the Stroms
returned to Tucson and Stephen became a
member of the scientific staff at the National
Optical Astronomy Observatory.
Strom’s art photography is an interpretation of
the landscape. He has been featured in three
University of Arizona Press books complementing poems and essays by Muscogee poet Joy
Harjo, ecologists Jane and Carl Bock and Navajo
poet Laura Tohe. His work also appears in collections including Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport
Museum, the Mead Museum at Amherst College and the Center for Creative Photography in
Tucson.
“In 2002, a wildfire ignited south of the Sonoita
Valley. The so-called Ryan Fire eventually consumed nearly 40,000 acres, including a parcel
of grassland managed by the National Audubon Society. Following the fire, the ground was
blackened by ash… . At first, fire-scarred agaves
provided the only indication of life on the ashcovered hills. I was drawn to photograph them
in part to avert my eyes from a scene that could
only be called desolate and in part to create a
memorial to a landscape I had grown to love…
. I returned to watch the land, to wait and to
record the slow recovery. These images record
a transformation that was at once expected,
natural and miraculous.”
www.stephenstrom.com
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Marilyn Szabo, Phoenix

Marilyn Szabo has been working as a commercial and fine art photographer for more than 20 years. She
became interested in photography at age 10 when she got a Brownie camera and photographed her family
and friends. She studied photography and art history at the Virginia Commonwealth University and received a Bachelor of Arts degree. She has continued her education by taking additional courses in a wide
range of subjects including cartography, conservation, math, printing and Photoshop.
Szabo’s works present a personal connection between the object and subject. She photographs people,
objects, architecture and landscapes with focus on light, shadow, form and texture. She has been the
recipient of numerous grants and awards, including two artist commissions from the Phoenix Office of Arts
and Culture and purchase awards from Mesa Contemporary Arts Gallery and SRP’s Permanent Collection.
She is currently represented by the Victoria Boyce Gallery in Scottsdale and Pravus in Phoenix.
“I call attention to physical and temporal gaps between representation and perception of space sometimes
referred to as ‘liminal.’ These images are a reference to the level of consciousness between subliminal
thinking and critical concentration. Liminal awareness is the state of awareness in which we do most of
our everyday thinking and conversation. In liminal awareness we are mindful of what we do but we are not
self-consciously concentrating on our thoughts. These pieces are the quick instance of total awareness of
intellect and emotion.”
www.szabofoto.com
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Cecelia Thorner, Marana
Cecilia Thorner grew up in New Mexico
and received a Bachelor of Arts degree
from the University of Colorado. She returned to live and work in the Southwest
and now resides in Marana. Thorner’s
body of work involves assemblage with
found objects, fiber techniques and
multi-media sculpture. She likes to explore themes of ceremonial rituals and
the ever-expanding society. She uses
recycled industrial and organic materials to redefine, recycle and give them a
new identity. In “A Consumer’s Dream”
Thorner used one thousand shopping
bags to create this sculpture.
“I recently read that 1.4 million brown
paper grocery store bags are used in the
United States every hour. When I read
this, I knew that I had to create a piece
about the use of department store bags. I
wonder how many of the slicker, branded
bags are given to shoppers in department stores every hour? In many cases
used once and then tossed in tomorrow’s
trash. Each bag is a piece of a tree, so in
effect we are dumping trees into the landfill. We need to become re-users instead
of users and bring our own bags when we
go shopping.”
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Mark Vinci, Phoenix
Mark Vinci was born in Newark,
N.J., and has been painting for
more than 28 years, the last 14 of
those in Phoenix. He studied art
at Kutztown University in Pennsylvania and the School of Visual
Arts in New York. He spent 20
years in the television graphics
industry, working as a broadcast
designer for CBS in New York,
CNN in Atlanta and ABC in Phoenix. He is the recipient of four
Emmy awards for Broadcast News
Graphics and a Pollock-Krasner
Foundation grant. Today, Vinci is
extensively involved in the local
art scene and serves as a board
member at the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art.
Vinci utilizes a unique collage technique by recycling and cutting misprints of billboard material into strips
and mounts them on wood. The effect recreates the experience of high speed urban movement. Because
billboards are a common element of the urban experience, Vinci says they are “a symbol of modern mobility and makes a visual impact on us everyday.” He deconstructs and then reincarnates these materials, to
create a familiar dialogue, reminiscent of an ever changing set of visual experiences.
According to Vinci, the work “balances between abstract expressionism and futurism. The collages deliver
an unusual fluidity of movement, a film like ‘swish pan’ effect of blurring images, compositional stratifications and slashes with a meta-realistic vibrancy and energy. The result is a unique contemporary commentary, an all-American apprehension of our urban space.”
www.markvinciart.com
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Joan Waters, Phoenix
Joan Waters is originally from England but grew
up on the United States’ East Coast. At an early
age she developed the love of organic forms and
cultivated the habit of looking at the world from
different perspectives. She earned a Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree from the Maryland Institute College of Art. She has developed a thriving graphic
design company, has recently opened a new studio in Tempe and has participated in eight solo
and more than 30 group exhibitions. Her work
is in numerous public and private collections
including Mesa Community College, the city of
Phoenix and Burton Barr Central Library.
A few years ago, a metals class inspired Waters to take up welding and metal sculpture.
For Waters, molding and cutting flat sheets of
cold, industrial steel is like drawing in three
dimensions. Her paintings and metal sculptures reference nature without directly depicting natural scenes.
“Each painting and sculpture embodies a powerful physical presence and spirit which evolves
over time… . In this sculpture, my work comes
full circle. I was inspired by strong light/dark and
positive/negative shapes in nature. I originally
cut the shapes out of paper and then steel to
obtain a more “solid” result. The work combines
the sturdiness of a steel frame with the delicateness of paper. The tall, growing leaf structure
suggests movement. The various planes of paper
catch the light to show translucency and to silhouette the cut out shapes and to cast dynamic
shadows.”
www.joanwaters.com
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Chad White, Phoenix

Chad White grew up on the West Coast and has been interested in photography since he
was young. For the last few years, he has spent much of his time in the Southwest while receiving a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of New Mexico, in Albuquerque,
and is currently pursuing a Master of Fine Arts degree from Arizona State University. While
at ASU he has become involved in the Phoenix Transect which is a research project undertaken by the field class in photography. Collaborative partners in the project are artists and
scientists who explore changes and growth to the larger Phoenix Metropolitan area.
White’s work in the Biennial comes from a series called “Visual Mapping” which explores
the physical act of looking and observing. He questions how photographs relate to a physical place and experience. He uses a digital camera, GPS data for measurement, reference
points and maps as his tools for ongoing discovery. Together the information gathered creates a fusion between the physical and visual experience.
“My interest is in how measurements and reference points offered by photography can
create forms of maps that combine physical and visual information together, creating
methods in which time and space are employed in an attempt to relate photography with
personal experience.
www.stopdownstudio.com
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Grant Wiggins, Tempe
Grant Wiggins was born in
Cleveland, Ohio, but came to
Tempe and attended Arizona
State University where he
earned a Masters Degree in
Business Administration.
Before coming to Arizona,
Wiggins received a Bachelor
of Arts degree in English from
Kenyon College in Ohio and
a Master of Arts degree in
English from Northwestern
University in Illinois. He has
been showing his colorful abstracted graphic style paintings around Arizona, California and Colordao since 2001.
His cut paper work is a new
direction. He describes the
new process as a valuable exercise: “I figured out how to turn off my brain in mid-project and not overthink
things. That was probably the most valuable lesson I learned. I just let one pattern or design element flow
to the next.”
“ ‘Ekeliges Zeug!’ “ is a German expression that translates roughly to ‘Revolting stuff!’ It is something one
might say after experiencing the saccharin sweetness and artificiality of a Hostess Sno Ball® for the first
time. Ekeliges Zeug! (pronounced ek-el-EE-ges ZOIG) was made expressly for the Biennial and encapsulates my interest in producing work that simultaneously attracts and repels the eye. It is inspired by op
art and laden with graphical quotations of corporate logos fashioned into layered patterns. The medium I
work in primarily is acrylic on canvas. This project offered a tremendous learning curve and pushed me to
rethink how I use scale, layering and color combinations. In the process, I gained a profound appreciation
for paper.”
www.wiggz.com

